A TALE OF TWO MARRIAGE SYSTEMS:
PERSPECTIVES ON POLYANDRY AND JOSEPH SMITH
by Samuel Katich

Perhaps one of the most misunderstood aspects of Joseph Smith is that of his plural marriages to women
that were already married to other men. This paper
examines the forms of marriage in practice and looks
at each of the women and men involved in the relationships in an attempt to better understand these unique
marriages.1
Joseph Smith was eternally married to what currently
are argued to be between eight2 and eleven3 already
married women. If we consider only those eight marriages that can be adequately documented, we find that
six of the marriages occurred within an eight-month
period between late October 1841 and June 1842. Two
more marriages occurred early in 1843. The women
ranged in age from 20 to 47, with an average age of 29.
Of those eight marriages, five were to women who had
Mormon husbands and three were to women married
to disaffected members or non-Mormons. Three of the
women’s first marriages to Mormon husbands and two
of the marriages to non-Mormons lasted until death.
The other three remaining marriages ended later in life
after Joseph’s death in 1844. In all cases the women
continued to live with their first husbands.4
Technically, a woman with more than one husband is
defined as being involved in a polyandrous relationship,
or practicing polyandry.5 Applying the definition of polyandry to describe these marriages, however, is misleading, as it’s compatibility deviates from LDS marital theology.6 In the case of Joseph Smith, the traditional definition for “polyandry” simply does not apply and
the term must be redefined in light of the eternal perspectives of those involved and the lack
of temporal extent those marriages entailed.
While the sole term of marriage is often used to
describe Joseph’s union with these women, the
relationships are more correctly defined as ce-

lestial marriages, eternal marriages, or sealings. In LDS
belief, marriages must be sealed or bound together by
priesthood authority to be valid in the eternities. The
marriages the women had with their existing husbands
were of a completely different type of union than that
formed with Joseph Smith. The nature of the “marriages,” or eternal bonds, with Joseph had little effect
during the mortal lives of these women. Similarly, the
civil marriages of these women to their earthly husbands will have had little effect in the immortal lives
that were to come for them.
Respected historians have correctly noted that due to
the fact “celestial marriage transcends this world, it was
possible for a person to be married to one spouse for
this world and sealed to a different spouse for eternity.”7
In addition, celestial marriage could be “performed between two living persons one or both of whom had living spouses. Such a marriage, however, had no binding
effect during their lifetimes on the two people who entered into it. It simply meant that they would be united
in the world to come.”8
Joseph’s marriages to these women functioned on two
co-existent marital spheres and may be incomprehensible to those without understanding of LDS belief in
the nature of the eternal family unit. Indeed, as John A.
Widtsoe notes,
Such marriages led to much misunderstanding
by those not of the Church and unfamiliar with
its doctrines and practices. To them marriage
meant only association on earth. Therefore
any ceremony uniting a married woman, for
example, to Joseph Smith for eternity
seemed adulterous to such people. Yet in any
day, in our day, there may be women who
prefer to spend eternity with another than
their husband on earth.9
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Besides the sole underpinning commandment from God
to practice plural marriage, each of Joseph’s marriages
had their own peculiar reasons and lessons to be learned.
Important to note is the fact that Joseph did not specifically document the reasons, thus, the explorations
of thought presented below are based on an interpretation that fits within the framework of LDS theology.

gether as eternal companions. John Taylor was another
who faced this challenge and passed with the same results. After Taylor informed the prophet that he could
have his wife, Joseph said that he did not want her,
rather, he simply wanted to know where he stood.12
Brigham Young was yet another who was willing to give
his wife, but again was informed that it was only a test.13

These unique types of marriage can be broken down
into three groups in an attempt to lend understanding
to this historical and theological issue:

Not all of those that Joseph approached were willing to
submit themselves to this trial. In cases where Joseph
approached the woman first, opposition was stiffly encountered. When Joseph approached Sarah M. Kimball,
she did not accept Joseph’s invitation to become his wife
and her non-member husband, Hiram Kimball, at first
learning of this incident spoke evil of Joseph. Yet, after
what seems such an outrageous request, particularly
from the perspective of a non-believer, we find Hiram
later joining the Church and enlisting in missionary
service. Sarah remained a faithful member of the
Church her entire life.14

1. Marriage proposals that did not result in marriage. These were done to prove and develop faith,
a common thread found to some degree in all plural
marriages.
2. Marriages to women with disaffected or nonmember husbands. These marriages are based on
the doctrine of exaltation.
3. Marriages to women with active LDS husbands. These were also exaltation based with
threads of proving and developing the faith of those
involved. Included in these marriages, as well as in
a number of Joseph’s other marriages to single
women, was a desire for extended families to be
linked to Joseph, thus creating loose dynastic links
between families.

NAUVOO’S EARLY PROVING
GROUND OF FAITH
The practice of this principle [plural marriage]
would be the hardest trial the Saints would ever
have to test their faith.10 —Joseph Smith
In some cases, Joseph’s request for other men’s wives
did not result in actual marriage. These cases are interesting to examine as a preface to studying those incidents where the requests resulted in actual marriage.
This “test,” as it has been called, was a method to prove
individual willingness to submit to the Lord’s will. It
was a challenge to try, prove, and develop a people for
the trials that were ahead of them. Heber C. Kimball is
one such example found on this proving ground of faith.
Heber’s first introduction to the plural marriage system came when Joseph informed him that he wanted
his wife for himself. Heber was devastated at such a
request after all that he had already sacrificed. He fasted
and prayed for three days after which he apparently
received spiritual direction. He took his wife, Vilate, to
Joseph and presented her. Joseph wept at their act of
“faith, devotion, and obedience.”11 It was never Joseph’s
intention to take Heber’s wife. It was a trial that both
had passed. Joseph then sealed Heber and Vilate to-

In another instance, this time with Sarah Pratt, Joseph
was met with adamant opposition. Sarah apparently
could not see past her earthly reasoning. Her husband,
Orson Pratt, was excommunicated for five months after a confrontation with Joseph over the issue. Orson,
however, went on after Joseph’s death to be a husband
of plural wives and became the chief apologist for plural marriage in the Church. Sarah went on to be one of
Orson’s plural wives for the next quarter of a century.
She, however, later abandoned her faith in an 1868 antipolygamy jealous rage,15 wherein she fled both Orson
and the Church.
It was in these ways that Joseph’s requests were an
Abrahamic test of individual willingness to submit to
the Lord’s will.16 Those that willingly submitted themselves at all costs were proven and strengthened in faith
as well as received a much larger responsibility in terms
of fulfilling the commandment to take plural wives. In
1854, Jedediah M. Grant gave insight into the reasons
behind the challenging manner of proving the faith of
certain Saints:
What would a man of God say, who felt aright,
when Joseph asked him for his money? He
would say, “Yes, and I wish I had more to help
to build up the kingdom of God.” Or if he came
and said, “I want your wife?” “O yes,” he would
say, “here she is, there are plenty more.”...I would
ask you if Jehovah has not in all ages tried His
people by the power of Lucifer and his associates; and on the other hand, has He not tried
them and proved them by His Prophets? Did
the Lord actually want Abraham to kill Isaac?
Copyright © 2003 by FAIR
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Did the Prophet Joseph want every man’s wife
he asked for? He did not, but in that thing was
the grand thread of the Priesthood developed.
The grand object in view was to try the people
of God, to see what was in them. If such a man
of God should come to me and say, “I want your
gold and silver, or your wives,” I should say,
“Here they are, I wish I had more to give you,
take all I have got.” A man who has got the Spirit
of God, and the light of eternity in him, has no
trouble about such matters. I am talking now of
the present day. There was a time when we could
be tried pretty severely upon these points, but I
now could pick you out hundreds of men that
cannot be tried in this way, but they will hand
over every thing they possess. They understand
the nature of such doctrines, and the object of
such requirements. They know it is to prove the
people, both men and women, and to develop
what they will do.17
Joseph’s inquiries into the souls of these men and
women highlight principles of faith and loyalty as well
as jealously and betrayal. They were made to prove and
develop them as servants in the restored Church. They
either went on to become stronger for the experience,
or became faithless and departed from that which they
once held as truth.

CO-EXISTENT M ARRIAGES I NVOLVING
A N ON-LDS S POUSE
You will clearly perceive from the revelation
which God has given that you can never obtain
a fulness of glory without being married to a
righteous man for time and for all eternity. If
you marry a man who receives not the gospel,
you lay a foundation for sorrow in this world,
besides losing the privilege of enjoying the society of a husband in eternity.18 —Orson Pratt
Three of Joseph’s marriages were to women married to
disaffected members or non-Mormons. The above quote
from Orson Pratt demonstrates the importance of eternal marriage to achieving one’s divine potential. Joseph’s
marriages to these women are best understood in this
way through the LDS doctrine of exaltation, which, not
to be confused with general salvation, is “salvation in
the ultimate sense.”19 Eternal marriage covenants made
in the temple are essential to achieving exaltation, “the
greatest of gifts and attainments possible.”20 Exaltation “consists in the continuation of the family unit in
eternity…those who obtain it gain an inheritance in the
highest of three heavens within the celestial kingdom.”21
General salvation in contrast, as held in LDS belief, dicwww.fairlds.org
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tates that through the Atonement of Christ all may be
saved by obedience to the laws and ordinances of the
gospel.22 Everyone, sons of perdition excepted, “will receive varying degrees of glory in the afterlife.”23
With the important view of exaltation in hand, we can
take a brief glimpse at those women who, while married to another for their time on this earth, chose to be
married to another for the eternities to follow.

Mary Elizabeth Rollins Lightner
Mary was married in 1835 to non-LDS husband Adam
Lightner. Mary wrote: “The Prophet Joseph tried hard
to get Mr. Lightner to go into the water, but he said he
did not feel worthy, but would, some other time. Joseph
said to me that he never would be baptized, unless it
was a few moments before he died.”24 Adam was never
baptized and Joseph went on to explain to Mary the
importance of an eternal marriage to one who worthily
held the priesthood.25
Mary explained that Joseph was “commanded to take
me for a wife.” She also wrote that Joseph said, “I was
his, before I came here.”26 Similarly, Mary wrote that
she had premonitory dreams for several years that she
would become Joseph’s wife. This appears to reveal a
pre-mortal connection, which hinted at the eternities
that the two were seemingly destined to share. When
the time came that Joseph did offer eternal marriage to
her, she was skeptical and did not accept his proposal
at first. She said that she would not agree to it unless
she received a personal witness of the truth from
heaven. Joseph told her to seek after the witness and it
would come, as he had been promised as much. She later
received that witness for herself via a heavenly visitation and agreed to be sealed to Joseph.27 Mary went on
in February 1842, at age 23, to be an instance of Joseph
taking a wife of another who could not offer that which
was necessary for exaltation (i.e. celestial marriage).
Many years later she shed some cryptic light on her
reasons for being sealed to Joseph. She wrote: “I could
tell you why I stayed with Mr. Lightner. Things the leaders of the Church does not know anything about. I did
just as Joseph told me to do, as he knew what troubles
I would have to contend with.”28 Later adding that she
“could explain some things in regard to my living with
Mr. L. after becoming the Wife of Another, which would
throw light, on what now seems mysterious—and you
would be perfectly satisfied with me.”29
Mary never explained in any detail that which would
satisfy modern minds and the light she could have
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thrown onto the subject left with her when she died in
December 1913 at age 95, the last of Joseph’s wives to
pass from mortality.

would allow Ruth the possibility to achieve exaltation.
For her, a marriage to Joseph may likely have seemed
the only way to gain that hope.

Presendia Lathrop Huntington Jacobs

While little is known about Ruth and Edward, Ruth’s
obituary tells a little about her and describes her faithfulness as a Latter-day Saint. It describes her as:

Presendia was married to Norman Buell in 1827 and
had two children with him. The couple joined the Church
in 1836 and by 1839 Norman had left the Church. She
later wrote that after Norman departed the faith, “the
Lord gave me strength to Stand alone & keep the faith
amid heavy persecution.”30 On December 11, 1841, Joseph Smith assumed the role that Norman would never
be able to fulfill; that of allowing Presendia, then age
31, the chance to reach her divine potential through
eternal marriage.
Emmeline Wells31 wrote:
Joseph himself taught the principle of plural
marriage to sister Presendia and her heart was
humble, and her mind open to receive the revelations of heaven. She knew Joseph to be a man
of God, and she had received many manifestations in proof of this, and consequently when
he explained to her clearly the knowledge which
he had obtained from the Lord, she accepted
the sealing ordinance with Joseph as a sacred
and holy confirmation.32
Presendia finally left Norman after Joseph’s death.
Heber C. Kimball married her for time only in 1846 and
took responsibility for her earthly welfare. She served
in the Kimball family as a midwife.33 Late in Presendia’s
life, before dying in 1892, she wrote:
[I]n 1841 I entered into the New Everlasting
Covenant—was sealed to Joseph Smith the
Prophet and Seer, and to the best of my ability I
have honored plural marriage, never speaking
one word against the principle… Never in my
life, in this kingdom, which is 44 years, have I
doubted the truth of this great work.34

Ruth Vose Sayers
Ruth was married to Edward Sayers in 1841 and never
had any children with him. Edward was friendly to the
Saints and allowed Joseph to stay in the Sayer home at
times.35 Ruth married Joseph Smith in February 1843
at age 33. She was the last of Joseph’s marriages that
involved a non-LDS husband. Ruth remained married
to Edward Sayers until his death. Edward never joined
the Church and again Joseph had assumed a role that

Tall and erect in figure, a countenance always
beaming with human kindness, charitable to the
poor and ever ready to comfort the disconsolate,
she endeared herself to her associates. She was
a woman of brilliant conversational powers and
possessed a ready fund of valuable information… She was never tired of dwelling upon
Gospel themes and the days of Joseph and
Hyrum. She passed to her rest and joined those
gone before whom she so reverenced in life; her
record here was that of a brave and true Latter-day Saint.36

Reflections on Kindred Personalities
Joseph did not select these three women at random nor
did he marry every woman that was married to a nonmember. In each of these marriages Joseph had a unique
connection with the women. These marriages reconnected and linked kindred37 to each other. The interaction of these kindred personalities stirred the bond of
similarity and familiarity to their common origin in the
antecedent life.
If we look at these three marriages in particular, we
find Joseph coming to know Mary Elizabeth Rollins
Lightner through stories of her great desire for the Book
of Mormon. He wanted to meet this person who had
such a thirst for truth. At meeting her, he gave her the
Book of Mormon as a gift and gave her a great blessing.38 Some years later he was commanded to take her
for a wife. He put that commandment off for nearly eight
years before fulfilling it in 1842.
In the case of Presendia Lathrop Huntington Jacobs,
Joseph shared with her the commonality of an enlightened mind with great spiritual powers and awareness.39
When Joseph was in jail, Presendia came to him as a
friend and brought him dinner. This incident left a lasting impression with him. He was inspired to teach her
the principle of plural marriage and offered her the
chance at exaltation that she would not find with her
husband at the time.40
In the Ruth Vose Sayers marriage, we see Joseph sick
and evading captors when he finds refuge in the Sayer
home. He was kept safe there and comforted for his illCopyright © 2003 by FAIR
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ness. It was during this time he came to know the Sayers best and ultimately received the inspiration to offer
Ruth that which she would not find in Edward, a chance
at exaltation.41
In all three cases, Joseph had an experience with each
of these women that left a lasting impression with him
which turned into spiritual inspiration. It was his association with them in a spirit of kindred awareness that
served to form eternal bonds that could not be had in
their spiritually mismatched marriages.
It should be remembered that all things in the Church
are not revealed at once. Instruction is given line upon
line, as the Church is ready and able to receive it. During this time, the reasoning behind these sealings may
well have been that for a woman to wait until death
and then be proxy sealed to one who would not accept
the gospel in this life, put too great of a risk on the exaltation of that woman in the eternity to follow. At the
time, Joseph seemed to be the best assurance towards
meeting that ultimate eternal goal. This uncertainty
about whether the dead would accept the gospel or not
was later overcome through revelation and by the end
of the nineteenth century, family links were being forged
between those living who had accepted the gospel and
those who had died without the gospel.42

PERSPECTIVES ON MARITAL C O-EXIST ENCE IN AN LDS SETTING
Joseph’s sealings to women that were married for timeonly to active LDS men make up the final component in
gaining some understanding for these types of unions.
It is perhaps the five marriages in this category that
may seem most perplexing on the surface, yet each
marriage provides some glimpse into the circumstances
and possible reasoning behind the unions.

Zina Diantha Huntington Jacobs
Zina was married to LDS member Henry B. Jacobs.
When Joseph told Henry that “the Lord had made it
known to him that [Zina] was to be his Celestial wife,”
his response was that of obedience and faith, believing
that “the wisdom of God’s authorities” did not have to
“bend to the reasoning of any man.”43 Zina wrote of her
feelings in learning of celestial marriage:
When I heard that God had revealed the law of
celestial marriage that we would have the privilege of associating in family relationships in the
worlds to come. I searched the scripture and by
humble prayer to my Heavenly Father I obwww.fairlds.org
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tained a testimony for myself that God had required that order to be established in this
church. I made a greater sacrifice than to give
my life for I never anticipated again to be looked
upon as an honorable woman by those I dearly
loved but could I compromise conscience lay
aside the sure testimony of the spirit of God for
the Glory of this world after having been baptized by one having authority and covenanting
at the waters edge to live the life of a saint.44
Zina came one step closer to realizing her divine potential when she, at the age of 20, became the eternal marital companion of Joseph on October 27, 1841. She was
one of the first instances of this type of marriage. Henry
stood as an official witness when Zina was later resealed to Joseph in 1846, with Brigham Young standing as proxy. Similar to Joseph’s marriage to Zina’s sister, Presendia, where Heber C. Kimball assumed matters of temporal welfare after Joseph’s death, so it also
was in this case with Brigham Young assuming the role
of time-only caretaker as he was sealed to Zina for time
only in this same ceremony. Henry, while undoubtedly
heart broken, went on to faithfully serve in the Church
despite what seems impossible circumstances from a
detached modern-day perspective.45
Zina went on to be an advocate of plural marriage and
stated in an address at a women’s conference that, “The
principle of plural marriage is honorable. It is a principle of the Gods, it is heaven born. God revealed it to
us as a saving principle; we have accepted it as such,
and we know it is of him for the fruits of it are holy.”46
Henry’s example, not to be lost among the heart-wrenching details, demonstrates lessons of obedience and tremendous faith in men he believed to be true prophets.
Zina’s testimony of the principles and practice behind
plural marriage, amidst what are seemingly unbearable
circumstances from a perspective far removed from the
period, present a picture of sacrifice that ultimately resulted in an increase of faith and ultimate eternal blessings. She later wrote: “my mind is as ever the same and
I change not my faith in the gospel is the same…Joseph
is our Prophet still the great High Priest ordained of
God and sent forth to give us light.”47

Sylvia Porter Sessions Lyon
Sylvia was married to LDS member Windsor Lyon in
1838. Windsor spent some time out of Church fellowship during his marriage to Sylvia. It was during the
period leading up to this, on February 8, 1842, that Joseph again stepped in to ensure a marriage that would
be valid in the eternities. Sylvia, at age 23, was offered
by Joseph the potential for exaltation. With Windsor’s
permission, Sylvia was later re-sealed by proxy to Jo-
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seph for eternity on January 26, 1846. She married
Heber C. Kimball for time only during this same ceremony. A year later, she and Heber parted and she married Ezekiel Clark (non-LDS) in 1850, but later, it is
believed, returned to Heber in 1854.48
Windsor’s wavering in the faith and Sylvia’s mismatched
marital instability likely could be that which was foreseen by Joseph when offering Sylvia a chance at exaltation with him in the eternities.
Joseph’s marriage to Sylvia has been argued to be the
sole marriage that included intimate relations49 in these
types of unions. Subsequently, some have concluded that
all of these marriages (whether there were eight, eleven,
or some other number) must then have an intimate dimension to them. While this may or may not be the case,
with one possible exception, there is simply no evidence
to support an intimate dimension in these eight marriages. Josephine Fisher, Sylvia’s daughter, reportedly
stated that her mother had told her that she was the
daughter of Joseph Smith. Josephine states that when
her mother was near death, “She then told me that I
was the daughter of the Prophet Joseph Smith, she having been sealed to the Prophet at the time that her husband Mr. Lyon was out of fellowship with the Church.”50
This instance however, has been disputed by historians
as to whether the reference was to a daughter in a biological respect or in an eternal spiritual sense.
The plausibility of this argument comes from the fact
that women sealed to men, other than their earthly
husbands, also had their children sealed to the new eternal husband. While the details are not known in these
particular cases, they are known to have occurred over
the period that immediately followed under Brigham
Young, and as the doctrine was in place during Joseph’s
time, it is reasonable to conclude that similar practices
may have taken place then as well.51
Josephine’s belief, that she was linked biologically to
Joseph, has been the basis for historical interpretation
of the event. However, the fact the Sylvia’s husband was
not out of fellowship, until several more months after
she was married to Joseph, introduces error into the
conversation at the outset. Kathryn Daynes notes that
the story is:
second-hand evidence based on what Fisher
thought she heard from her mother. More problematic is whether there is a discrepancy between what Fisher understood and what her
mother meant. That is, did Fisher interpret her
mother’s remarks to mean that she was the bio-

logical daughter of Joseph Smith and thus state
that with more certitude than was warranted,
when in fact her mother meant only that in the
hereafter Fisher would belong to Joseph Smith’s
family through Session’s sealing to him? Because Sessions was on her deathbed, when one’s
thoughts naturally turn to the hereafter, the
latter is a reasonable explanation.52
This argument highlights the many unknowns and
speculations surrounding the plural marriages. Daynes
correctly notes that, “even seemingly straightforward
statements about Nauvoo plural marriages are often
problematic and can reasonably support more than one
interpretation.”53
Either way, if Sylvia meant with certainty that Joseph
was the biological father, she obviously would have to
have been restricting her relationship to Joseph and
not her spiritually disadvantaged first husband. It is
nonetheless clear that even in such a situation as this,
there is a faulty application of the definition of polyandry (based on an interpretation founded in non-eternally based marriages), as Sylvia limited herself to the
companionship of one mate.
Whichever interpretation plays out to be correct, the
outcome is irrelevant. While it may seem more understandable, if not palatable, for some to comprehend these
marriages without this dimension, the fact remains that
such marriages did not prohibit its occurrence. Indeed,
one important aspect of plural marriage was to bring
forth and raise up those noble spirits, reserved for this
dispensation, unto Christ. This was not simply a mechanical process of randomly replicating humans. It was
to be done via select parentage that could place those
spirits in an environment that would develop their divine potential. In this respect, barriers to marriage were
removed for Joseph.
[Joseph] believed he had been given powers that
transcended civil law. Claiming sole responsibility for binding and unbinding marriages on
earth and in heaven, he did not consider it necessary to obtain civil marriage licenses or divorce decrees. Whenever he deemed it appropriate he could release a woman from her
earthly marriage and seal her to himself or to
another with no stigma of adultery.54
If there was an intimate dimension in every one of these
particular marriages, it is ultimately a matter of no consequence as he “could not commit adultery with wives
who belonged to him.”55
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Patty Bartlett Sessions
Patty had been a wife to David Sessions since 1812. She
married Joseph Smith on March 9, 1842, at age 47, a
month after he married her daughter, Sylvia, who was
present at the sealing.56 Patty found both happiness
and sorrow in plural marriage. She related her feelings
on David’s time spent with another wife: “I feel very
bad…he took [Harriet] to the farm with him [and] leaves
me here alone.”57 Another plural marriage of David to
Rosilla Cowans caused an estrangement in the marriage
due to Rosilla’s demands for David’s attention. It was
at this time that she reflected on the happier time of
being sealed to Joseph Smith in the Nauvoo temple,
which connected her to a “more agreeable set of sister
wives.”58 After David’s death, she was married for time
only to John Parry.
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After 34 years of marriage she divorced Orson in 1870.
She may have had enough of Orson devoting too much
time to other wives and may have been satisfied that
her first sealing to Joseph in 1842 was sufficient for her
exaltation and no longer felt a need to stay with Orson.63

Elvira Annie Cowles Holmes

It should be remembered that marriages often times
involve partners that are not equal in their commitment,
which creates an unequally yoked union. This may have
been the case in this marriage, as well as many others,
when Joseph stepped in to ensure that eternal hope.

Elvira lived in the Smith home as a maid and nanny.
She was a trusted friend of Emma Smith, who later
selected her as a treasurer in the Relief Society. It was
here that she met and married Jonathan Holmes, an
old friend of Joseph’s who came to work for him.64 She
was married six months later, on June 1, 1843, to Joseph Smith. Jonathan was Joseph’s bodyguard, carried
his coffin after the martyrdom, and was much “beloved
by the prophet.”65 Jonathan Holmes stood as proxy for
Joseph Smith as his wife was later re-sealed to Joseph
for eternity.66 During this same ceremony, Jonathan was
eternally sealed to his deceased first wife, with Elvira
standing as proxy for her. Jonathan is an example of
one who was loyal, true, and faithful.

Marinda Nancy Johnson Hyde

DYNASTIC D IMENSIONS

Marinda was a wife to Orson Hyde. Joseph stayed in
Marinda’s childhood home for some time when she was
younger. When Marinda first met Joseph she thought
him to be a “ridiculous fake”59 but later came to believe
him as a prophet and had no doubts thereafter. It was
at the Johnson home that the infamous beating, tarring, and feathering of Joseph took place. Marinda wrote
of Joseph at this time: “Here I feel like bearing my testimony that during the whole year that Joseph was an
inmate of my father’s house I never saw aught in his
daily life or conversation to make me doubt his divine
mission.”60
Marinda married Orson Hyde in 1834 and by 1835 he
was disfellowshipped. He was excommunicated four
years later for a period of six months, after which time
he was reinstated to his previous position in the Church,
although silenced for a season. In 1843 he was rebuked
by Joseph Smith for aspiring and told that he would
not be exalted.61
Due to Orson’s checkered Church record and Joseph’s
rebuke of him, Joseph may have felt Marinda would
have a better chance at exaltation without a connection
to Orson in the next life. With that, Joseph Smith married Marinda, age 27, in April 1842. When it came time
to reconfirm the ordinance in the Nauvoo temple in 1846,
however, she was sealed to Orson instead of Joseph.62
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In several of Joseph’s marriages there existed a desire
by those close to him to somehow be eternally connected
to him. These dynastic desires were important to the
families of the wives as it connected them to the most
prominent earthly figure in the restoration. They also
believed a linkage to Joseph rewarded them with eternal blessings. This is particularly evident in cases where
marriages took place between women at opposite ends
of the age spectrum wherein the ceremonies served no
other purpose than that of connecting families.67
A brief survey of these marriages finds Presendia’s
brother, Dimick, who married her to Joseph, being asked
by the prophet what he wished for. In reply, Dimick’s
simple desire was for he and his family to be eternally
together with Joseph and his family. Through this marriage, as well as Zina’s (which was also performed by
Dimick) an eternal bond was forged between the two
families, thus creating a dynastic link.68
In the case of Elvira Holmes, she was on her deathbed
and her husband, Jonathan, asked what she would report to Joseph about him. She told him: “Only the best
report. You have always been a kind and devoted husband and father.”69 Elvira’s marriage served as a way
to meet Jonathan’s probable desire to be eternally connected to his good friend, the prophet, as was the case
with another of Joseph’s bodyguards, Cornelius Lott.
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Finally, as Sylvia Sessions witnessed her mother, Patty,
and Joseph’s sealing ceremony, she saw before her an
eternal connection that forged an additional link between families. Patty’s sealing, similar to the marriages
to several other older women, was merely forged in the
interest of furthering the dynastic hopes of a spiritually growing generation. This marriage demonstrates a
strengthening bond of unity within the church through
a network that created dynastic links through Patty’s
family. Joseph’s marriage to both Sylvia and Patty offered the eternal hope of a family reconnected in the
life to come.

CONCLUSION
If one wonders how these women and men came to such
an apparently impossible decision as to become sealed
to Joseph or allow one’s wife to be sealed, the answer is
found in personal revelation. A consistent pattern in
Joseph’s plural marriages was that he extended invitations for those selected women (and their LDS husbands
inasmuch as they apparently consented to the marriages) to inquire of the Lord and ascertain the truthfulness of the principle they were about to engage in for
themselves. This encouragement to seek after their own
spiritual witness extends from married women, to single
women and their families, as well as to Church leaders
who were commanded to engage in plural marriage.70
Plural marriage built within the early Saints a tried
sense of loyalty, dedication, obedience, and both developed and demonstrated deep faith.71 Ultimately, while
attempts can be made to piece together some understanding of these types of marriages in early Nauvoo,
the fact that plural marriage was initially a closely
guarded sacred rite that few knew anything about
…led to many tales and rumors of seduction and
adultery, which stirred up anti-Mormon sentiments, disturbed many faithful Mormons who
had not been taught the doctrine, and embittered many in and out of the church against
Joseph Smith. These tales, rumors, misrepresentations, charges, countercharges, denunciations, unauthorized acts by some Mormons, and
denials became and have remained the stockin-trade of many sensation-seeking writers.72
Historian Glen M. Leonard presents an appropriate
conclusion to this topic, stating that these instances of
Joseph’s sealings “ensured the woman a marriage that
would be valid in the resurrection no matter what became of her temporary, civil agreement. For some, it may
have seemed the only way to gain that sacred promise.”73
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